Introducing a new, simplified way to invest in training - Appian training subscription. Best suited for clients seeking self-sufficiency in your Appian practice, this investment is a clearly defined path to get developers well trained and become an Appian Certified Senior Developer at a great value.

Offered at a flat-rate, training subscriptions allow named users to consume an unlimited amount of instructor-led training, plus other benefits, for 12 months.

**What does the Subscription include?**

Each named user receives:

- Unlimited days of training in any public instructor-led course
- 1x1 learning support with an Appian instructor
- Learning plan guidebook for consuming training courses
- Two Appian certification exam vouchers
- Analysis from a skills assessment to develop a learning plan
- Reporting to track training consumption

Clients who purchase 8 or more Training Subscriptions can receive unlimited private training for the cohort of those 8 named users.

**What is the cost of a Subscription?**

$9,000 USD (regional pricing available) per user, per year - valued at over $20,000 USD.

**How can Subscriptions help build my Appian team?**

- Provides flexibility with a flat-rate annual fee for unlimited training
- Avoid budget approvals each time training is needed
- New learners can take advantage of all Appian training and resources as they start their learning journey
- Maximize value with the extra add-ons each named user receives outside of traditional training courses
- Develop deep Appian skills for self-sufficiency with a clearly defined learning path to become an Appian Certified Senior Developer

Reach out to [training@appian.com](mailto:training@appian.com) for additional information.